CO-HOSTED BY FRIENDS OF GANONDAGAN & REMATRIATION MAGAZINE

FEATURED FILMS

APRIL 19 - 25 2021

SOUP FOR MY BROTHER
TERRY JONES

THE SOUL'S JOURNEY
JANE BURNING

VERONAKA
PAULETTE MOORE & KAREN HILL

THE CLAY SHE IS MADE OF
PAULETTE MOORE

ROOTS OF LACROSSE
SHELBY ADAMS

WIPING AWAY THE TEARS
G. PETER JEMISON

PROTECTING OUR ANCESTORS, SENECAMEDIA & JASON CORWIN

REMATRIATION MAGAZINE INDIGENOUS WOMEN’S VOICES SERIES:

MARION DELARONDE
JOANNE SHENANDOAH
SANTEE SMITH
ANGELA FERGUSON
CARLA HEMLOCK

WITHOUT A WHISPER
KATSITSIONNI FOX

GIVE AND TAKE
TERRY JONES

HAUDENOSAUNEE CANOE JOURNEY
ROXANN WHITEBEAN

WHEN YOU VISIT YOUR GRANDMA...
BROOKE RICE

UNEARTHED
TERRY JONES

KOHGEH & TŠIH
JIMMY CRANE & MIKE JONES

MOLLY OF THE MOHAWKS
JOANNE STORKAN

EGO OF A NATION
JANET ROGERS

RUSTIC ORACLE
SONIA BONSPILLE BOILEAU

GA:WEH HËDWE:’ O:NÉH?
WHERE ARE WE GOING
NOW? MIKE JONES

BUFFALO RELEASE
SENeca MEDIA & JASON CORWIN

Ó:NEN Í:KE’S
BROOKE RICE

IROQUOIS CREATION STORY
G. PETER JEMISON

IETIIEN:NE
RATIKSA’OKON:A
WHAT WE LEAVE FOR OUR CHILDREN
KAREN HILL

IETIIEN:NE
RATIKSA’OKON:A
WHAT WE LEAVE FOR OUR CHILDREN
KAREN HILL